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PRINT COVERAGE

TIME OUT LONDON
01.11.16
Circ: 308,989
“The three photographers in this show make work
about war. But rather than the usual grim images of
scorched battlefields and ashen-faced civilians,
they take a more sideways approach. A bearded
man strips a rifle in a VR installation, photos of the
highest battlefield on earth and images of a disused
Kent munitions factory...”

DNA Newspaper, India
06.11.16
Circ: 400,000
“War, as the name suggests, is the subject of this
exhibition – more particularly, the “paradoxical
dynamic of war and the everyday” in contemporary
war zones from Iraq to India, Bangladesh to
Afghanistan. Coelho is one of three international
new media artists in the show curated by Cécile
Bourne-Farrell and Vivienne Jabri, two professors
of international politics at King’s College.”

MINT NEWSPAPER INDIA
29.10.16
Circ: 160,000
“Working primarily with photographs, film and
multimedia installations, the three artists have tried to
address the paradox of the war and the everyday—its
enduring imprint upon geographies, histories and
cultures. This reimagining of war has resulted in 16
works, five of which are being shown for the first time
at the exhibition at King’s College London.”

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY JOURNAL
01.12.16
Circ: 11,237
“This major exhibition is the fruit of collaboration
between the Department of War Studies at King’s
College and Jananne Al-Ani, Baptist Coelho and
Shaun
Gladwell.
Working
primarily
with
photography, film and multimedia installations, all
three have direct experience of conflict and war
zones in Iraq, India, Bangladesh and Afghanistan.”

FAMILY TREE
26.10.16
Circ: 18,000
This major new exhibition from King’s College
London features three internationally renowned
multimedia war artists who set out to re-calibrate
our vision of conflict through its interactions and
intersections with the everyday. This exhibition
aims to create a space for exploratory dialogue
between academic research into the subject of
war and the ‘everydayness’ of conflict

ONLINE COVERAGE

BRITISH JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
28.10.16
UMV: 186,100
“Working primarily with photography, film and
multi-media installations, they expose the more
quotidian side of warfare. From their respective
experiences in Iraq, India, Bangladesh, Afghanistan,
and then ‘back home’ where the traces of war are
revealed again, all three artists are sensitive to
traces of war and their residual effects in the
domestic sphere.”

LONDON EVENING STANDARD
21.10.16
UMV: 12,088,625
“Three artists are showing how war is something
that we interact with daily, rather than a far-off
crisis, with a new exhibition at King’s College
London. Traces of War takes the work of
international artists to help us to re-examine the
way that war intersects with our everyday lives. All
three have had direct experience of conflict zones,
and use photography, film and multimedia
installations in their work.”

TIME OUT LONDON
29.10.16
UMV: 7,000,000
“The three photographers in this show make work
about war. But rather than the usual grim images of
scorched battlefields and ashen-faced civilians,
they take a more sideways approach…But
regardless, you get three varied voices offering
fresh commentaries on a subject that we’re all too
often numbed to by overexposure.”

GEOGRAPHICAL
26.10.16
UMV: 21,217
“The overall exhibition is a truly eclectic mix of
installations, depicting an immensely wide range of
objects, people, places and times in which war has
played a major role. Yet the thread which runs
through them all is powerful; that faint traces of war
can ripple through time and space, remaining
identifiable, hidden in the shadows, long after a
conflict has ceased to rage.”

THE WORLD WEEKLY
27.10.16
UMV: 21,100
“The artists displaying their work at a new exhibition
at King’s College London, entitled ‘Traces of War’,
have found another approach to engage with the
darkest expressions of man’s heart. Jananne Al-Ani,
Baptist Coelho and Shaun Gladwell explore the
paradoxical dynamic of war and ‘the everyday’,
locating conflict in spaces where it is least
expected, capturing its agony. Working primarily
with photography, film and multimedia installations
all three find their very own vantage point,
reimagining the mundanities of war, exposing that
there is no such thing as leaving battle behind.”

BLOUIN ARTINFO
01.11.16
UMV: 612,000
“The exhibition represents the paradoxical dynamic
of war located in spaces which are deemed unusual
for it to exist. Presented through artworks by three
internationally acclaimed artists- Iraq-born London
based artist Jananne Al-Ani, Mumbai based artist
Baptist Coelho, and Australian-born artist Shaun
Gladwell, all of whom have direct experiences of
conflict and war zones at Iraq, India, Bangladesh or
Afghanistan, expose a more quotidian side of the
warfare. Presented mostly through photography,
film and multi-media installations, these artworks
re-imagines the abysmal power of everyday life and
its impact in the most deadliest war zones, even at
their most ordinary forms. These works reflect the
sensitiveness of these artists towards the traces of
war and their residual effect in the domestic level.”

BLOUIN ARTINFO
14.12.16
UMV: 612,000
“The exhibition represents the paradoxical dynamic of war
located in spaces which are deemed unusual for it to exist.
Presented through artworks by three internationally
acclaimed artists – Iraq-born London based artist Jananne
Al-Ani, Mumbai based artist Baptist Coelho, and
Australian-born artist Shaun Gladwell, all of whom have
direct experiences of conflict and war zones at Iraq, India,
Bangladesh or Afghanistan, expose a more quotidian side
of the warfare. Presented mostly through photography, film
and multi-media installations, these artworks re-imagines
the abysmal power of everyday life and its impact in the
most deadliest war zones, even at their most ordinary
forms. These works reflect the sensitiveness of these
artists towards the traces of war and their residual effect in
the domestic level.”

LONDONIST
08.11.16
UMV: 2,000,000
“The three photographers in this show make work
about war. But rather than the usual grim images of
scorched battlefields and ashen-faced civilians,
they take a more sideways approach…But
regardless, you get three varied voices offering
fresh commentaries on a subject that we’re all too
often numbed to by overexposure.”

LUXURY LONDON
08.10.16
UMV: 36,100
“This season’s must-see exhibition is the result
of collaborations between The Department of
War Studies at King’s College London and three
international artists. Traces of War hopes to
represent the paradoxical dynamic of war and
the everyday through the mediums of
photography,
film
and
multimedia
installations.”

PLATFORM MAGAZINE INDIA
26.10.16
UMV: 134,622
“Traces of War at King’s College London will feature
three international artists working in photography,
film and multimedia installation who question how
war permeates the everyday and how the everyday
permeates spaces of war. The exhibition is a result
of a collaboration between The Department of War
Studies at King’s and the artists who seek to
represent the paradoxical dynamic of war and the
everyday. Presenting war as a force that disrupts
the normality of everyday life and has residual
effects in the domestic sphere, and as life in its own
right and at its most ordinary makes itself present
in the most dangerous of war zones.”

OPEN
16.11.16
UMV: 292,600
Artists throughout history have sought to
capture the trauma of war, its impact on
combatants and civilians, on landscapes, and
on the most hidden spaces: our memories,
identities, and lived experiences. However,
Coelho’s is not a simple critique of war, but a
compassionate and in-depth understanding
of the mechanics behind it. Underlining the
fragility of the soldier, the slow ravages of a
war fought in complete isolation for months,
he mounts a different kind of comment on
war. One that is personal and yet universal.

MINT EPAPER
29.10.16
UMV: 160,000
“Working primarily with photographs, film and
multimedia installations, the three artists have tried
to address the paradox of the war and the
everyday—its enduring imprint upon geographies,
histories and cultures. This reimagining of war has
resulted in 16 works, five of which are being shown
for the first time at the exhibition at King’s College
London.”

VERVE
06.12.16
UMV: 47,000
“War. What is it good for? Absolutely Nothing.” We’ve
all heard these lines before. But it’s pictures that truly
speak louder than words. In a new group show, three
international artists come together to show viewers the
aftermaths and effects of war. Traces Of War includes
photographs, and film and multimedia installations by
Shaun Gladwell, Jananne Al-Ani and Indian artist
Baptist Coelho. A hard-hitting look at the side of
conflict one rarely experiences, the exhibition aims to
help viewers gain a deeper understanding into the
perils of battle.”

ARTFIX DAILY
27.09.16
UMV: 134,622
“Traces of War, curated by Cécile Bourne-Farrell and
Vivienne Jabri, Professor of International Relations,
King’s College London, reimagines war beyond its
exceptionality, locating it in spaces where it would
be least expected. At the same time, the artworks
and artists reveal the sheer power of the everyday,
as life in its own right and at its most ordinary
makes its presence felt in the most dangerous war
zones. In Traces of War, three internationally
renowned artists, Jananne Al-Ani, Baptist Coelho
and Shaun Gladwell, expose the more quotidian
side of warfare.”

CHOICE MAGAZINE
29.10.16
UMV: 2,500
“The three artists invite exploration into the
academic research facilitated by The Department of
War Studies. It is this intersection of war with the
everyday, as well as the artists’ own direct
encounters with war, that render it both
comprehensible and strange.”

AESTHETICA MAGAZINE
09.10.16
Circ: 52,400
Three International War Artists explore the
effects of the everyday against the
catastrophic @KingsCollegeLon
http://aestheti.cc/f0b78

BROADCAST COVERAGE

BBC RADIO 3 - FREE THINKING
Listeners: 1,894,000
27.10.16
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